
Egress Switch Secure  
Managed File Transfer

Benefits
 D Reduce costs and uphold data security 
when digitising paper archives  

 D Keep data safe using encryption 
during transfer across networks 

 D Reduce administrative overheads and 
enhance efficiency

 D Streamline processes through 
integration with existing workflows

 D Coordinate data across separate 
locations

 D Move business operations to a new 
location efficiently and securely

 D Monitor organisational data transfers 
to gain full visibility and control

 D Uphold compliance requirements 
when transferring sensitive data

Sharing large volumes of structured and unstructured data, often highly 
sensitive in nature, provides a challenge to organisations looking to move 
data to a different location or securely upload scanned documents when 
going paperless. Egress Switch Secure Managed File Transfer automates 
the encrypted transfer of data, and features detailed auditing and 
reporting to support management of the data sharing process.

Secure and streamlined automated file transfer
Data transferred using Switch Managed File Transfer is encrypted at rest 
and in transit, and can be transferred to network drives or cloud storage. 
Key management provides fully auditable end-to-end encryption in line 
with compliance requirements, while audit logs provide a detailed picture 
of how the data is being sent. 

Secure automation for file and folder transfer, regardless of size or type, 
helping organisations secure data, reduce overheads and digitise records.
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“An encrypted paperless 
system is cheaper, 
greener, even more 
secure and uses less 
space. This saves us over 
£100,000 per year on 
storage costs alone.” 
COUNCILLOR,  
CROYDON COUNCIL

Highlighted features
 D Automation for transferring large 
amounts of data securely

 D Secures data at rest and in transit 
using AES-256 bit encryption

 D Full auditing and reporting to 
maintain streamlined  
data transfer

 D Authentication options for 
controlled access

 D Flexible hosting options, 
including on-premise, hosted 
and hybrid

 D Schedule bulk transfer outside 
working hours

 D Secure data transfer between 
network shares or cloud storage, 
including S3

 D Provides APIs for customisable 
secure data transfer

 D Notifications and email alerts 
enable administrators to keep 
track of transfers

Visit www.egress.com for more 
features and information

Flexible data transfer scheduling and auditing
The ability to automate the secure file transfer process helps IT administrators 
schedule bulk transfers outside of working hours to reduce network load, while 
the notification system provides reports once the process is complete. New file 
transfers can be set up on an ad-hoc basis, with automated syncing of initial and 
destination folders ensuring that the files are up to date. The notifications and real 
time alerts can be customised both sender-side and for recipients.

Complementary products
• Egress Switch Secure Email and File Transfer
• Egress Switch Secure Workspace

info@egress.com
0844 800 0172

     @EgressSwitch

www.egress.com

Choice over integration, deployment and hosting
Switch Managed File Transfer is designed for easy integration into existing systems, 
workflows and processes. Support for on-premise, hybrid and cloud hosted 
implementations provides infinite scalability combined with the flexibility of 
sharing on-premise content. In addition to choice over hosting, authentication and 
integration, Switch Managed File Transfer features APIs that enable organisations 
to customise how they securely share their data, while continuing to benefit from 
the underlying Switch encryption technology. 
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About Egress Software Technologies Ltd
Egress Software Technologies is the leading provider of data security services designed 
to protect shared data using a single platform: Egress Switch. The Switch platform is 
made up of highly integrated and flexible service lines. These award-winning solutions 
include email and document classification, software to prevent emails being sent in 
error, NCSC-certified email and file encryption, secure managed file transfer, secure 
online collaboration, and secure archiving. 


